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INTRODUCTION

Around the world, fundamental human rights have undergone a dramatic conceptual shift as a result of the spread of the Internet. The right to freedom of expression, once largely limited to printing, has exploded in a digital world that provides users with an unprecedented megaphone to broadcast their views. The right to political participation and the right to free assembly have similarly been reborn in an age of instant communication, allowing activists to mobilise hundreds of thousands of followers with a single email, text or tweet. Although these are the most notable examples, the Internet has also had a transformative impact on several other recognised human rights, including the right to education, to healthcare and to work.

The Internet’s role in the enabling and delivery of human rights has led some to claim that access to the Internet itself should be considered a human right, an idea that has deep implications for both international law and domestic legal frameworks. If, indeed, access to the Internet is a human right, it adds an additional dimension to regulatory issues, since overly restrictive laws that compromise access or damage the vitality or utility of the Internet become more than just bad policy. In some cases, they may constitute violations of international human rights standards.

This Paper discusses the Internet’s recognition as a human right and the implications that spring from this recognition in domestic and international law.

I. THE INTERNET’S IMPORTANCE

In order to understand the Internet’s importance in the context of human rights, it is useful to consider its increasing centrality to political expression around the world. Political speech is particularly germane because it involves the intersection of three broadly recognised human rights as spelled out in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR): the right to freedom of expression, the right to freedom of association, and the right to political participation. 1 Although the Internet’s specific role in the political process varies depending on each country’s level of technological and democratic development, it is just as important as a facilitator of political speech in developing and authoritarian countries as it is in established democracies.

* Legal Officer, Centre for Law and Democracy, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

(a) The Internet and Political Speech in the Developed World

Give the high international profile of American politics, the United States is a useful starting point in exploring the importance of the Internet in the modern political sphere. Elections in the United States tend to revolve around money, and campaign contributions are treated as a central aspect of political speech. In the course of his 2008 campaign for President, Barack Obama raised over $500 million using online tools, roughly two-thirds of his total campaign budget. In parallel to the Internet’s increasingly important potential in terms of fundraising (or perhaps because of it), the Internet has also reshaped the way politicians in the United States campaign. The 2008 Presidential campaign was widely viewed as a watershed moment. In the run up to that election, both major political parties held a “YouTube Debate” where questions were submitted by users uploading videos to the content-sharing website. Webchats with candidates and online networking and advertising have also become standard aspects of campaigns.

This shifting emphasis has transformed the meaning of citizen participation in the political process. The most recognisable image from the 2008 campaign, Shepard Fairey’s iconic “Hope” poster, was a product of the Internet. Mr. Fairey found the source photograph by searching Google Images, and then released his modified work through the Internet. Although printed copies were also made, the image’s rapid distribution and popularisation were primarily due to its “viral” spread through social media sites. Mr. Fairey’s image has since been acquired by the Smithsonian Institution for its National Portrait Gallery. Without access to the Internet (specifically, Google Images) it would have been far more difficult for Mr. Fairey to create the poster, and it would have been practically impossible for his work to have had anywhere near as big an impact as it did.

Although the United States has been at the forefront of the integration of the Internet into the electoral process, it is by no means alone in this regard. Facebook pages, Twitter accounts and web chats have all become standard aspects of political campaigning throughout the developed world.

---


4 Obama’s total campaign budget was $745 million, according to Open Secrets, online: OpenSecrets.org <http://www.opensecrets.org/pres08/summary.php?cycle=2008&cid=N00009638>.


6 See, e.g., Sam Stein, “Merkel Announces U.S. Trip Via Twitter, German Press Corps Goes Nuts”, Huffington Post (6 April 2011) online: Huffington Post
The Internet also facilitates coordinated political activism, including at a global level. In late 2011, the United States Congress began discussing the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), which would have granted enormous powers to holders of copyrighted material to shut down websites suspected of infringement, both in the United States and internationally. The proposed bill immediately attracted criticism from the European Parliament, as well as from NGOs, academics and tech companies. However, the most effective protest against the proposed bill was conceived, coordinated and carried out entirely online. On 18 January 2012, over 7,000 websites, including Wikipedia and Reddit, blacked out their services for 24 hours. The protest attracted enormous attention both online and in traditional media, and an estimated 162 million web users viewed the protest banner that replaced Wikipedia’s site. By the end of the day, it was reported that several United States Senators who had sponsored the legislation were withdrawing their support, and the bill was shelved shortly thereafter. Political action on this scale is virtually unthinkable without the Internet, while the immediate success of the blackout is a clear demonstration of the power of online protest.

It remains true in the United States, and elsewhere in the developed world, that political speech is possible without access to the Internet. But people who live in the United States — or any other nation where the Internet has established a central place in the political discourse — who do not have access to the Internet are denied full substantiation of their right to freedom of expression. Not only has the Internet expanded and enriched political discourse, but now that a significant and increasing amount of the political process is taking place online, access to the Internet has become a requirement for the full realisation of the right to free expression and to political participation.

---

(b) The Internet and Political Speech in the Developing World

The Internet is at least equally important as a tool for political participation in repressive countries, as recent uprisings in Iran and the Arab world have demonstrated. In the Iranian case, widespread allegations of vote rigging and fraud during the 2009 Presidential elections saw massive popular protests against Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s purported re-election. Police and pro-government militia responded violently, leading to the deaths of several protesters, which in turn spurred further protests against the brutality, though the uprising was ultimately suppressed. Due to the strong role that social media services played in the protests, the media dubbed the events the “Twitter Revolution.”

Anti-authoritarian protests across the Arab world in 2011 and 2012, dubbed the “Arab Spring”, were triggered by a Tunisian man’s self-immolation in protest against corrupt and arbitrary treatment at the hands of local authorities. This led to a popular uprising in Tunisia against the longstanding and repressive government, and spurred similar protests across the Arab world, most notably in Egypt, Libya, Syria, Bahrain and Yemen.

In both the Iranian and Arab protests, significant attention has been devoted to the role that the Internet, and specifically social media sites such as Twitter and Facebook, played in the uprisings. Although some have expressed scepticism about claims that the protests were coordinated and mobilised online, it is significant that during the Iranian, Egyptian and Syrian uprisings the government responded to the protests by shutting down or drastically reducing Internet service. In the Iranian case, it is also evident that the United States government considered social media to be an important component of the protests, since the State Department took the unusual step of asking Twitter’s administrators to delay implementing a planned upgrade that would have cut daytime service to protesting Iranians.

The role of social media in these uprisings further illustrates how online communication can substantiate the right to free expression. In countries where political


speech is banned or heavily regulated, the Internet is the best (and often the only) way to subvert these restrictions, allowing citizens an avenue to express themselves and to vent their frustrations with comparative anonymity. It also provides protesters with a connection to the outside world. Thanks to the Internet, footage showing the brutality of government crackdowns in Egypt, Iran, Syria, Bahrain and Libya appeared nearly instantaneously on YouTube, mobilising and consolidating public and global opinion against the atrocities. It may theoretically have been possible to smuggle the footage into the hands of journalists through other means, but it would have been far more difficult, slower, more dangerous and less likely to succeed.

For these protestors, the Internet is the only effective mechanism for enabling a right to free expression. This is equally true for bloggers in China, for dissident journalists in Myanmar or for anyone else living under a regime where the fundamental right to freedom of expression is infringed. An Iranian protester with a working Internet connection will (to a certain degree) be able to exercise their right to free expression. Cut off that Internet connection, and their free expression disappears:

Even in nations with totalitarian systems, the Internet will offer a kind of fifth column for democratic expression that will be increasingly virulent. Despite the efforts of closed societies to stamp out the Internet, their economic need to go online will inevitably lead to a democratic opening through Internet participation.¹⁴

In democratic societies the distinction is not quite so black and white, but access to the Internet has nonetheless become inextricably fused with the right to free expression in practice. That is to say, the Internet has added so much to our modern capacity to exercise freedom of expression, in terms of political speech but also of every other aspect of communication — including the arts, socialising and networking, commerce and commercial speech and religious expression — that to be denied access to the Internet is to lose the ability to exercise fully one’s right to free expression. The Internet has done so much to expand the practical reality of free expression that its denial can, in some sense, render the right itself hollow, just as the right to express oneself orally but not to print or publish would curtail the right to free expression so much that it would lose an important part of its very meaning.

II. RECOGNITION OF THE INTERNET AS A HUMAN RIGHT

The claim that access to the Internet is a human right is not new. This idea has been recognised, to varying degrees, in several jurisdictions. In 2001 Greece amended its Constitution to include Article 5A, which states:

2. All persons have the right to participate in the Information Society. Facilitation of access to electronically transmitted information, as well as of the production, exchange and diffusion thereof, constitutes an obligation of the

In France, the Constitutional Council in 2009 struck down a controversial law that would have required ISPs to permanently block Internet access to users accused of copyright violations, in part because the freedom to access online communication services was held to be protected under the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of 1789. Although the French decision does not explicitly recognise the Internet as a freestanding right in the way that the Greek Constitution does, this decision was subsequently cited by the Costa Rican Constitutional Court, in a ruling that went considerably further:

In the context of a society based on information or knowledge, this imposes upon public authorities, for the benefit of those under their administration, to promote and guarantee universal access to these new technologies.

Several jurisdictions have also recognised the fundamental importance of the Internet by imposing legal requirements to ensure universal service, beginning with Estonia, which in 2000 mandated that online access must be “universally available to all subscribers regardless of their geographical location, at a uniform price.” Similar requirements have been introduced in Finland, Spain and Nova Scotia.

At the international level, the importance of the Internet was recognised as early as 1999 by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights:

[The Internet] is a mechanism capable of strengthening the democratic system, contributing towards the economic development of the countries of the region, and strengthening the full exercise of freedom of expression. Internet is an unprecedented technology in the history of communications that facilitates rapid transmission and access to a multiple and varied universal data network, maximises the active participation of citizens through Internet use, contributes to the full political social, cultural and economic development of nations, thereby strengthening democratic society. In turn, the Internet has the potential to be an ally in the promotion and dissemination of

human rights and democratic ideals and a very important instrument for activating human rights organizations, since its speed and amplitude allow it to send and receive information immediately, which affects the fundamental rights of individuals in different parts of the world.\(^{22}\)

The most significant international step towards recognising the right to access the Internet came in 2011, with the adoption of the *Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and the Internet* by the special mandates for freedom of expression at the UN, OAS, OSCE and African Commission,\(^{23}\) which recognised the duty of State to promote universal access to the Internet:

Giving effect to the right to freedom of expression imposes an obligation on States to promote universal access to the Internet. Access to the Internet is also necessary to promote respect for other rights, such as the rights to education, health care and work, the right to assembly and association, and the right to free elections.\(^{24}\)

There is, thus, a substantial body of law recognising access to the Internet either as a human right or as a vital delivery mechanism for human rights, whose importance in this context is such that it should be considered tantamount to a human right. As the Internet continues to expand its role in people’s day to day lives, a role that is already nearly ubiquitous in many countries, there is every reason to expect that this recognition will grow. This raises significant considerations with regards to any regulatory regime whose provisions impact the use and nature of the Internet, by bringing international human rights law into the equation.

### III. REGULATING THE INTERNET AS A HUMAN RIGHT

As a medium of communication, it is apparent that any regulation of the Internet must conform to international guarantees of freedom of expression. As the special mandates on freedom of expression stated in their 2011 Joint Declaration:

Freedom of expression applies to the Internet, as it does to all means of communication. Restrictions on freedom of expression on the Internet are only acceptable if they comply with established international standards, including that they are provided for by law, and that they are necessary to protect an interest which is recognised under international law (the “three-part” test).\(^{25}\)

---


\(^{23}\) The United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Representative on Freedom of the Media, the Organization of American States (OAS) Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and Access to Information. Since 1999, these mechanisms have adopted a Joint Declaration annually focusing on a different freedom of expression theme.

\(^{24}\) *Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and the Internet* (UN; OSCE; OAS; ACHPR) (1 June 2011), online: OSCE <http://www.osce.org/fom/78309>.

\(^{25}\) Supra note 24 at para 1(a).
The three-part test referred to above comes from Article 19(3) of the ICCPR:

(3) The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:

(a) For respect of the rights and reputations of others;
(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals.\(^{26}\)

This means that States can only legitimately impose restrictions on the Internet where such restrictions are set out in a clear legal rule, pursue a legitimate aim, and are necessary in order to protect that aim, which implies that they do not infringe the right to freedom of expression more than is necessary to protect the aim.

Where States engage in overt measures to control the Internet — such as deleting websites or cutting off or reducing service — this clearly engages the right to freedom of expression. This is no different from seizing copies of a newspaper or destroying a publication’s presses. However, if the Internet is recognised as a human right, or tantamount to a human right, States’ obligations go beyond merely avoiding the active denial of service. Like other human rights, such as the right to education and the right to medical care, States have an active responsibility to promote access to the Internet, and to take steps to protect the nature and character of the Internet in order to preserve its inherent value.

One implication of this is that simply extending regulations designed for other forms of media, such as newspapers or broadcasting, to the Internet are not sufficient because such measures fail to take into account the special nature and value of online communications. This section examines the major regulatory areas impacted by a recognition of the right to the Internet.

(a) Expanding Access

The first and most obvious duty that attaches to States as a result of the Internet’s being recognised as a human right is an obligation to work towards universal access. However, the resources that States are able to allocate to extending access to the Internet are dependent on the means at their disposal, taking into account their wealth and level of development. While many countries are currently in a position to institute universal access programmes, the same cannot be said for the world’s poorer nations, particularly those with large rural populations. As a result, realisation of the right to the Internet must be subject to progressive implementation goals.

Several jurisdictions, mostly in the developed world, have already instituted programmes to guarantee universal access to broadband Internet. These initiatives are generally funded through a mixture of public and private money, and involve the setting of various benchmarks for required minimum service. In Nova Scotia, the Broadband for Rural Nova Scotia programme, a public-private partnership, guarantees any household that requests it connection to the Internet at a download speed of at least 1.5 mbps, and at a cost that is comparable to what urban customers

\(^{26}\) Supra note 1.
Finland, which has a universal access programme that is also financed through a combination of private investment and public subsidies, has a benchmark minimum data transfer speed of 1 mbps which must be provided at a “reasonable price”. In order to ensure that all residences or businesses are able to connect to the Internet should they later choose to do so, Finland also obliges telecoms companies to extend optical fibre networks or cable networks capable of carrying a transfer speed of at least 100 mbps to within 2 km of every home or business.

The question of what connection speed is necessary to ensure meaningful enjoyment of the right to the Internet is difficult partly because adequate connection speeds are a moving target. As faster connections become the norm, websites are designed with increasingly high requirements for access. As a result, connection speeds that were perfectly adequate ten years ago would struggle to handle many modern websites. However, the larger difficulty in providing a definitive answer to the question of what speed of connection is adequate is that this is dependent on the resources available.

An analogy can be made between the right of access to the Internet and the right to education, another right which is subject to progressive implementation. Education is recognised as a human right in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). However, the extent of a State’s responsibilities in implementing this right depends on the resources available to it. Article 13(2) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) spells out States’ responsibilities regarding the right to education:

The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize that, with a view to achieving the full realization of this right:

(a) Primary education shall be compulsory and available free to all;

(b) Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary education, shall be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education;

(c) Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis of capacity, by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education;

(e) The development of a system of schools at all levels shall be actively pursued, an adequate fellowship system shall be established, and the material conditions of teaching staff shall be con-

---


29 Ibid.

Thus, primary education is a set requirement, but secondary and higher education should be progressively introduced in a non-discriminatory way as far as resources permit. This is reinforced by the language of Article 2(1) of the ICESCR, which states:

Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative measures.

The specific obligations incumbent upon each State to provide education to its people depends on the resources available to it. As the country develops, those responsibilities increase. In other words, the obligation is not necessarily to provide universal education, but to work towards the provision of universal education, making the best possible use of resources and prioritising its development as befits a human right.

The same can be said of the Internet. Most States may not be in a position to provide all of their citizens with universal access, but a right of access to the Internet means that all States have an obligation to work towards progressive realisation of this goal.

For States where Internet penetration is extremely low and resources are extremely limited, there are other baseline responsibilities that should be addressed. These focus mainly on creating a legal and regulatory environment that encourages the development and use of the Internet. One example might be the need to promote competition by breaking up traditional government monopolies over the provision of Internet services, which have been shown to obstruct the development of the sector.

(b) Copyright and Intellectual Property

Among the most contentious regulatory issues are those surrounding the protection of intellectual property online. Although intellectual property rights holders have a legitimate interest in ensuring that their rights are not violated, several countries have passed or are in the process of discussing laws that take an overly heavy-handed approach to the issue of online piracy, and in doing so threaten to undermine the Internet’s character as a free-flowing medium.

One of the most common approaches to regulating online piracy is through “notice and takedown” provisions, such as those found in the United States’ Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) or the European Union’s Directive on Electronic Commerce. In essence, the notice and takedown system grants content

---

hosts immunity from liability for copyright infringement perpetrated by their users provided they act expeditiously to remove the content once notified. In practical terms, the DMCA procedure is that if a copyright owner discovers their material online they must provide the host of the content with notice including information on how to locate and identify the material, a statement of good faith belief that there is no legal basis for use of the work (such as fair use or fair dealing), and a statement of the accuracy of the notice that the complainant is or is authorised to act on behalf of the copyright holder. The host must then remove the content, with a requirement for notification of the individual who perpetrated the alleged infringement after the material has been removed.

The “notice and takedown” system has been criticised for placing an onus on content hosts to enforce copyright claims without proper judicial process. Because their immunity is conditional on speedy compliance, the content hosts generally do not investigate whether the copyright claims are legitimate, or whether the material in question could fall under one of the exceptions to copyright. From a legal perspective, it is safer for them just to comply. Under the DMCA, the problem of false notifications is meant to be addressed through the counter-notice mechanism, whereby the alleged infringer provides notice to the content host of their intent to challenge the removal, along with their consent to refer the matter to an appropriate judicial body. If the copyright owner does not respond to the counter-notice by filing a lawsuit for copyright infringement within 14 days, the ISP is required to restore the material.

Despite these safeguards, there is evidence that DMCA provisions have been abused. In 2008, an organisation presumed to represent the Church of Scientology filed over 4,000 takedown notices with YouTube over a period of 12 hours for videos that were critical of Scientology.34 Although many users responded with counter-claims, they nonetheless had their content, and in some cases, their accounts suspended while YouTube dealt with the procedure. The Church of Scientology has also used the DMCA to force Google to delist critical websites, though they are by no means the only offender.35 Creationist groups are known to have employed similar tactics to silence their opponents. 36 The United States District Court for the Northern District of California found in 2008 that Universal Music Corporation had abused the DMCA through a takedown request over a YouTube video.37 The video contained a clip of children dancing to a song by Prince, the audio of which was of poor quality and which was only audible for about twenty seconds. The Court found that the video so obviously constituted fair use

37 Lenz v Universal Music Corp, 572 F Supp 2d 1150 (ND Cal 2008).
that Universal had acted indiscriminately and in bad faith by filing the takedown.

The DMCA includes sanctions for knowingly abusing the law, which were notably applied in the case of *Online Policy Group v Diebold.* Diebold was a Californian company that manufactured electronic voting machines, which had been criticised after allegations that the machines were faulty. An unknown person published leaked (or possibly stolen) internal emails from Diebold employees that suggested the company knew about the flaws, and relevant quotes from the emails were subsequently duplicated over the Internet. In response, Diebold sent out dozens of letters alleging that the reprinting of the emails was a copyright violation, and demanding that they be taken down. Nearly all of the content hosts complied, but one, the Online Policy Group, fought back alleging that Diebold was abusing the DMCA. The judge found that the republications obviously constituted fair use, and that Diebold could not have reasonably believed that reprinting the emails was a copyright violation. As a result, the court ordered Diebold to pay US$125,000 in damages. Although the *Diebold* case ended with a just resolution, it provides further illustration of the potential for abuse within the notice and takedown system. Dozens of content hosts other than the Online Policy Group complied with Diebold’s takedown requests, even though the company did not have a legal leg to stand on.

Critics of the notice and takedown system have advocated a move to a system involving greater due process or, better yet, a system where the Internet service providers’ role as policemen is removed entirely. Canada’s approach, referred to as “notice and notice”, is a good example of this. According to Canada’s *Copyright Act*, service providers only have an obligation to pass notices of claimed infringement on to offending users. From there, the dispute is essentially between the user and the copyright holder. Crucially, service providers’ immunity is not contingent on their participation in the process. Though they retain discretion to remove offending material, they do not risk liability if they do not.

Given the evidence of abuse within the DMCA, there is a strong argument in favour of systems like Canada’s, and one that is bolstered by the recognition of the Internet as a human right. However, in some countries, the political winds appear to favour even harsher anti-piracy laws, including some measures which allow for Internet service to be cut off entirely for users accused of copyright infringement. In France, for example, the Creation and Internet Law establishes a complaints-driven three-strike process for violations of intellectual property. After three complaints about a particular IP address, the web-service provider is required to suspend the user’s Internet access services. Significantly, the user is also blacklisted from obtaining Internet access services from any other company for a period of up to a year. A similar three-strike approach to cutting off Internet access was adopted in South Korea with the 2009 revisions to its *Copyright Act.* In the United King-

38 337 F Supp 2d 1195 (ND Cal 2004).
39 *Copyright Act*, RSC 1985, c C-42.
dom, the Digital Economy Act,\textsuperscript{42} passed in 2010, would have empowered the government to block Internet access from any location where copyright was being infringed, or where copyright infringement was being facilitated. The United States’ SOPA proposal would have enabled intellectual property rights holders to obtain court orders barring advertisers from doing business with sites that enable or facilitate copyright infringement, and have required search engines and even domain name registrars to delist these sites.\textsuperscript{43}

Several of these measures have faced stiff resistance. As mentioned in above, debate over the SOPA bill was put on hold after a massive campaign against its passage. In the United Kingdom, the government halted implementation of the provision of the Digital Economy Act that allowed Internet access to be blocked, after a public outcry.\textsuperscript{44} Similarly, France’s Culture Minister recently described the anti-piracy enforcement of the Creation and Internet Law as “unwieldy, uneconomic and ultimately ineffective”, and the French government is launching a consultation to re-examine their approach to copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{45}

The recognition of a right to the Internet has important implications for regulatory schemes that allow a blocking of access. It is difficult to see how measures that allow for access to be blocked with little or no due process, or which provide for a reverse onus on users to justify their Internet use, could stand up to the three-part test for restrictions on freedom of expression.

Beyond the regulatory issues noted above, there is a more fundamental question about changing the underlying rules regarding the protection of intellectual property. A balance needs to be found between safeguarding freedom of expression and the open character of the Internet, on the one hand, and providing appropriate protection to intellectual property rights, on the other. However, in finding this balance, the fact that the Internet has fundamentally changed both attitudes towards and realistic possibilities of protection of intellectual property has to be taken into account. It is unrealistic to expect a generation weaned on filesharing to accept a return to the restrictive rules of the past regarding intellectual property. The emergence of the Pirate Party, whose political agenda focuses almost entirely on intellectual property law reform and which now holds seats in the European Parliament, is an illustration of how attitudes are changing.

This does not mean that there should be no protection for intellectual property. Indeed, even the Pirate Party does not advocate this, instead suggesting that copyright terms should be limited to five years.\textsuperscript{46} While rights-holders would likely consider this to be unrealistic, current copyright protections, which generally extend either 50 or 70 years beyond the death of the creator, could also be seen as extreme, particularly when contrasted with patents, which generally expire after 20

\textsuperscript{42} Digital Economy Act 2010 (UK), c 24.
\textsuperscript{43} Supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{44} “Government drops website blocking” BBC (3 August 2011) online: BBC <http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-14372698>.
\textsuperscript{45} Richard Chirgwin, “France backs away from Hadopi” The Register (6 August 2012) online: The Register <http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/08/06/hadopi_under_fire/>.
\textsuperscript{46} “International — English — The Pirate Party” online: Piratepartiet <http://www.piratpartiet.se/international/english>.
One might also question why copyright protection should persist even after the death of the intended beneficiary, namely the creator. With increasing numbers of copyrights now being held by (immortal) corporations, the “life-of-the-artist” itself has become conspicuously archaic as a yardstick. It is somewhat ironic to hear complaints by rights-holding organisations about how traditional judicial remedies for copyright infringement are ill-equipped to deal with digital piracy, when these same groups are fighting for the maintenance of a system so obviously crafted for an earlier age.

Questions may also be raised as to the scope of copyright protection. The Diebold case is a good example of how copyright law has expanded far beyond its original purpose of protecting the livelihoods of artists and writers. Based on this purpose, it is difficult to understand why the internal emails of employees at a manufacturing firm require copyright protection at all.

Some rights-holders have adapted to the shifting ground of the online age. Within the music industry, there has been considerable debate over the implications of filesharing. Although the recording industry is a major lobbyist in favour of tougher anti-piracy laws, many prominent musicians have embraced filesharing as an effective way of marketing their music and connecting with their fans. Others have experimented with new business models, most notably the band Radiohead, which released an album for download by inviting users to pay whatever they thought was appropriate. Other bands have advocated subscription models, where users pay a flat monthly rate that entitles them to download or listen to unlimited material. Time, and the market, will tell if any of these approaches are broadly sustainable in the long term. But by seeking the strict enforcement of traditional copyright law and refusing to acknowledge how the Internet has changed things, major rights-holding organisations risk marginalising their own position. The traditional rules are also increasingly at odds with the fast pace of change and increasing fluidity of information. The spread of the Internet should be viewed as an opportunity for meaningful reform and dialogue about the protection of intellectual property, with a view to arriving at an appropriate balance between the interests of creators and those of the public.

---

47 For further discussion of the onerousness of modern copyright law, see the work of David Vaver, a good introduction to which can be found online: <http://www.slaw.ca/2006/04/25/publishers-and-copyright/>.


(c) Net Neutrality

Net neutrality is another major regulatory issue which has been the subject of extensive debate globally, and which must be revisited in considering the Internet as a human right. Without delving too deeply into the technicalities, the debate over net neutrality stems from claims that increasing use of the Internet for bandwidth-intensive activities, such as streaming high-quality video or downloading large files, is straining the capacity of service providers and slowing down the Internet for all users.

Several solutions have been proposed to address this alleged congestion. These include instituting fees per distance that data packets travel,\(^{51}\) throttling large consumers of bandwidth or users of particular services\(^{52}\) or, most controversially, the institution of a “tiered” Internet allowing users to pay in order to have their data prioritised.\(^{53}\) These proposals have been criticised for being contrary to the principle of net neutrality, whereby all Internet traffic is handled in a non-discriminatory fashion.

States have approached this regulatory issue in different ways. In July 2010, Chile became the first country in the world to legally guarantee net neutrality.\(^{54}\) The EU, after a public consultation between June and September 2010, decided against legislating on the matter, determining that transparency and media scrutiny would be sufficient to keep the Internet free and open. Canada’s regulatory agency, the Canadian Radio-television Communications Commission (CRTC) rejected a model based on charging per bandwidth, but decided to permit data throttling on peer-to-peer filesharing networks between 4:30 p.m. and 2 a.m.\(^{55}\)

Political wrangling around net neutrality continues in the United States, but for the time being the FCC’s Open Internet Order governs the issue.\(^{56}\) The three main rules in the order are a requirement for transparency of network management practices, a prohibition on blocking legal content, and a prohibition on “unreasonable discrimination” of legal content (defined as distinctions that go beyond “reasonable network management”). The precise meaning of this remains unclear, but the explanatory note suggests that while some traffic management to mitigate or reduce congestion may be justified, particularly to prevent heavy-users from crowding out

---

52 Comcast Corp v FCC, 600 F 3d 642 (DC Cir 2010).
everyone else, broad-brush throttling measures and premium prioritisation schemes will not be permitted.

Pinning down the ideal regulatory formula is beyond the technical scope of this analysis. But the recognition of the Internet as a human right gives rise to an obligation to adopt a model that allows for the best and most affordable universal access. The claim, made by proponents of a tiered Internet, that increasing profits for service providers is necessary in order to spur further investment which will in turn provide a faster Internet for all users, deserves be investigated along with other claims. However, the Internet’s status as a human right means that any scheme which would result in the poor being priced out of the online world, or which would reduce connection speed and utility among the rural or disadvantaged, should be rejected.

In framing the debate on which regulatory model will provide the best service, it is also important to stress that net neutrality should be considered separately from online copyright infringement. In the course of the 2007 FCC inquiry into broadband industry practices, the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) submitted a comment that, “Any policy efforts relating to Net Neutrality must promote the protection of intellectual property.” To the contrary, legitimate traffic management regulations should focus solely on providing a faster and more effective Internet for all users.

(d) Defamation

A lot of judicial attention, including at the international level, has been devoted to achieving a proper balance between protecting reputations through defamation law and ensuring respect for freedom of expression. As a result, a number of international standards on this have been widely recognised. These include the idea that defamation should be a matter for the civil, rather than the criminal, law, based on the idea that criminal defamation laws cannot be justified as “necessary” given that civil laws provide adequate protection for freedom of expression.

Similarly, remedies for defamation should be proportionate, and a written retraction or apology or a small monetary payout should usually suffice, unless the victim can show he or she has suffered real monetary damage. Public bodies should not be permitted to sue for defamation, since free and open criticism of their work is an important part of the democratic process. Public officials do have the right to bring defamation cases to protect their reputations, but the law should reflect the fact that their position means that they are required to tolerate a greater degree of criticism.


All of these standards, established to deal with offline statements, are equally applicable to the Internet.

However, the Internet has given rise to new issues regarding defamation law. First, because defamation is based on harm to one’s reputation, defamation suits could traditionally be filed in any jurisdiction where such harm was caused, which generally meant anywhere the harmful material was distributed. However, material published on the Internet can be accessed anywhere in the world. This gives rise to an enormous potential for “forum-shopping” in online defamation suits. Well-financed litigants can file suit in jurisdictions where laws are most favourable to them.

This demonstrates the need to rethink the concept of jurisdiction as applied to defamation. Subjecting all online comments to a vast patchwork of different standards for defamation is impractical and would chill speech by forcing writers to adopt a “lowest common denominator” approach whereby all expression must be crafted to avoid liability in those jurisdictions which are most restrictive with regards to freedom of expression. It could also lead to people erecting “walls” to prevent their speech from being accessible from countries with problematic defamation laws, curtailing the Internet’s borderless character. A good solution to this problem was proposed in the 2005 Joint Declaration of the (then) three special international mandates on freedom of expression — the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, and the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression — which focused on the internet:

Jurisdiction in legal cases relating to Internet content should be restricted to States in which the author is established or to which the content is specifically directed; jurisdiction should not be established simply because the content has been downloaded in a certain State.

Another issue which requires rethinking in the Internet age is the traditional understanding of harm. This idea is rooted in a village context of reputation and honour (early defamation laws were adopted mainly to try and prevent duelling). However, traditional understandings of reputation do not necessarily correspond to the freewheeling world of online discussion.

This problem is illustrated by the United States case of Bock v Scheff. Carey Bock had hired Sue Scheff’s company to help her with a family issue and, unhappy with the services she received, Ms. Bock posted negative comments about Ms. Scheff and her company in an online forum for parents with troubled kids. Ms. Scheff sued Ms. Bock for defamation and, when Ms. Bock neglected to contest the suit (she subsequently claimed to have been unable to afford a lawyer), Ms. Scheff was awarded more than US$11 million in damages. There is a clear difference be-
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tween Ms. Bock as an individual venting her frustrations online and a newspaper publishing a damning exposé of a particular business. The former is far more likely to be taken with a grain of salt. However, as this case illustrates, civil law (at least in the United States) has yet to take this distinction into account. The chilling effect of judgments like this, which subject every critical comment made on every message board to massive potential liability, and their potential to undermine the ability of the Internet to stimulate public debate, are obvious.

This is not to say that defamed parties should be denied any remedy. Indeed, the growing importance of online advertising and commerce means that one’s online reputation is important and often commercially valuable. But there are other appropriate remedies that are better suited to the online context. One example is the right of reply, whereby aggrieved parties are given a chance to respond in the same manner in which the defamatory material was disseminated. Long a staple of printed media, the right of reply is even more appropriate when applied to an online context since the democratisation of discourse is the essence of the Internet. Although the exorbitant size of the settlement is why Bock stands out, there is a reasonable argument that the entire case was unnecessary since Ms. Bock’s comments were posted on a public message board where Ms. Scheff was free to respond on equal terms. Absent demonstrable material harm (such as the loss of a valuable client as a result of a posting), there is no discernible reason why netizens should not be allowed to decide for themselves who is in the wrong after hearing both sides of the story.

Traditional understanding of publication and republication is also ill-suited to the online context. In many countries, every republication of a defamatory statement constitutes a new act of defamation. But online publication is in effect continuous, and laws need to be adapted to accommodate this. Furthermore, even printed references to defamatory statements can be considered as separate acts of defamation. This means that merely hyperlinking to a defamatory statement can lead to liability, a state of affairs which obviously undermines the free exchange of information online.

This ties into the issue of liability for ISPs or websites for hosting or publishing defamatory material. In the United States, the Communications Decency Act of 1996 provides broad immunity to any “interactive computer service” such that they are not considered publishers when handling material produced entirely by third parties. In Barrett v Rosenthal, this immunity was found to extend to deliberate acts of republication by web users. The defendant in that case, Ilena Rosenthal, came across a letter on the Internet which contained false information about Dr. Stephen Barrett, a psychiatrist notable for campaigning against alternative medicine and health fraud. She proceeded to repost the letter on two alternative medicine newsgroups. Ultimately the California Supreme Court ruled she had immunity since she had neither authored nor edited the letter in question.

This approach differs from that in several other jurisdictions which have yet to revisit their defamation laws. In Argentina, Google and Yahoo! have been sub-
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jected to numerous injunctions ordering them to remove search engine links to allegedly defamatory material. Some judgments have also ordered the search engines to remove all links to “similar sites”. In the EU, the Directive on Electronic Commerce provides absolute protection for mere conduits of information. Hosts of user-generated content are protected so long as they remove material once they are aware of its defamatory nature, or of facts pointing to this.

The similarity between this process and the notice and takedown procedures applied to copyright infringement have produced similarly problematic results, whereby content hosts take an overly cautious approach for fear of losing their immunity. This is exacerbated by the complexity of defamation law, as well as the enormous potential costs of losing a case (or even fighting one). Once again, in establishing a proper standard it is instructive to examine the 2005 Joint Statement of the three special international mandates on freedom of expression:

No one should be liable for content on the internet of which they are not the author, unless they have either adopted that content as their own or refused to obey a court order to remove that content.

More broadly, in order to properly adapt defamation law to the Internet age it is important to understand that defamation is a highly contextual concept. Many variables can be considered in determining whether a statement is defamatory, including the identity of the complainant and the author, the intentions of the author, the nature and tone of the allegation, the source of information upon which the statement is based, the public interest and urgency of the subject and whether or not the author contacted the complainant prior to publishing it. These and other variables are taken together in order to weigh whether or not the public interest in freedom of expression and open debate outweighs the private harm to reputation that the statement caused. From this perspective, it is reasonable to suggest that the standard of defamation must also be considered in light of the medium of communication employed. As a forum for public debate, the Internet provides users with unprecedented freedom to engage, fostering lively debate on issues large and small. There is a clear public interest in a regulatory system that will maintain this state of affairs. Just as defamation cases against newspapers often consider reasonable professional standards, such that the letter of the law not constrain journalists from doing their job, laws involving online commentary must evolve in a manner that maintains the value of the Internet as an open space, and considers the specific parameters in which online publishers, authors and content hosts operate.

(e) Other Content Restrictions

Content filtering, widely seen as an inappropriate system for protecting against illegal content, is already carried out in many countries. While restrictions at the national level can occasionally be justified — for example where they are designed to locate and block off the spread of computer viruses — any such measures must meet strict requirements of necessity and proportionality. It is clear, for example,
that broad brush filtering of the type carried out by the Chinese government is not acceptable as a restriction on freedom of expression under international law. The Chinese measures include restrictions on searching for particular news items, such as the Tiananmen Square protests, or the blocking off of entire websites, notably many human rights organisations such as Amnesty International. Although China’s “Great Firewall” is the best known example, they are far from the only country that carries out widespread Internet censorship.

In addition to the requirements of necessity and proportionality, another important ingredient is transparency. While blocking off a particular website might occasionally be justified, such as a site wholly dedicated to promoting racial violence in a region where there was a real risk of such violence taking place, governments should be open and transparent about any and all censorship measures. For instance, users attempting to visit a blocked website should be presented with a message stating that the website has been blocked, rather than a generic error message.

The universality of the Internet also means that broad content restrictions, particularly if combined with liability for material deemed offensive or harmful, runs the same risk described above of forcing publishers and creators into a “lowest common denominator” approach of ensuring all content meets the most restrictive standards. Even without liability, traditional means of censorship, such as blocking potentially offensive material at the border, are problematic in an online context since a Balkanisation of the Internet would undermine its universal and globalising power. As a result, governments should be wary of imposing the same strict standards on online content that they might consider appropriate for printed or broadcast material, since greater leeway is the price of keeping the Internet free and open.

Content restrictions designed to address the problem of spam are a particularly difficult issue. Anti-spam measures are necessary to conserve bandwidth and to protect users from intrusive mass marketing. Far from being a mere annoyance, the unrestricted proliferation of spam constitutes a threat to the Internet’s value and character. However, there are difficulties in defining just what constitutes spam and in striking a balance between controlling true spam and overbroad measures. Canada’s anti-spam law, which requires users to expressly opt-in to receiving emails unless there is an existing business relationship, provides an interesting model in this area.68

(f) Data and Privacy Protection

Another vital measure to ensure that users trust online communications, which is key to the use of the Internet as a medium for enabling freedom of expression, is the protection of user privacy. This applies to private sector actors, such as Internet service providers and commercial websites, as well as to government.

The ins and outs of online privacy have been the subject of voluminous scholarly research. What is relevant to this analysis is the understanding that the value of
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the Internet as a vehicle for the rights to free expression, association and political participation is significantly dependent on users’ feelings of anonymity. The protests in Iran and in the Arab Spring occurred in the context of highly repressive regimes, where political expression is a dangerous business. The Internet allowed young dissidents to congregate and develop solidarity, and the protesters felt confident in participating in this political discourse because of their perceptions of the Internet as an anonymous space. Take away that anonymity, and the Internet’s value as a forum for open discourse is diminished.

The importance of anonymity to the candour of online debate is not limited to repressive nations. When TechCrunch.com, a popular web forum for the discussion of technology products, changed its format to one which required users to attach their real name to any comments left, they found that the site, which had been known for hosting blistering criticism of sub-standard products, lost its scathingly honest character. The importance of anonymity to online expression was recognised by the Council of Europe Declaration on Freedom of Communication:

In order to ensure protection against online surveillance and to enhance the free expression of information and ideas (. . .) States should respect the will of users of the Internet not to disclose their identity.

Limitations to online privacy are commonly found in both civil and criminal legislation. On the criminal side, some degree of surveillance by the authorities can be justified as necessary for protecting national security, or for stopping cyber-crimes such as the spread of child pornography. However, these laws can be difficult to craft given their potential to trench on human rights. In early 2012, the Canadian government proposed legislation that would have required service providers to log information about all customers’ Internet use, as well as allowing police to access personal information about users without judicial oversight. When the proposal attracted widespread protest, Public Safety Minister Vic Toews responded by claiming that opponents of the measure were supporting child pornographers.

There is also a tension between online anonymity and the rules on defamation and intellectual property since, in some instances, protection of reputation and property rights is possible only where anonymity is lifted. Once again, finding the right balance for the online world can be difficult.

Several jurisdictions have already put in place excessively intrusive measures to undermine anonymity on the Internet. Italy requires all users of cyber cafés to
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register with a photo ID, and requires the managers of these cafés to track the websites each user visits. These rules place Italy in the same category as Syria when it comes to Internet monitoring, with both countries claiming that the measures are necessary to fight terrorism. The Egyptian Telecommunication Regulation Law also infringes on user anonymity by permitting the use of any encryption technologies without written permission from the telecommunications regulatory authority, the armed forces, or the national security entities. Although the post-revolutionary government claimed to have been “looking into” changing this provision, it has yet to be changed at the time of research.

In South Korea, popular websites are now required to collect the names and national identification numbers of users before they can post comments or upload content. This change was part of a package contained in the Cyber Defamation Law, passed in an attempt to combat cyber-bullying following two high-profile suicides. While cyber-bullying is a serious problem, this case illustrates the problem with passing new laws as a reaction to the worst cases. The Cyber Defamation Law had an immediate negative effect on Internet speech, among other things leading Google to block users registered as South Korean from uploading or commenting on videos. Although the YouTube ban is easily circumvented (South Korean users merely need to shift their registration setting to a different country), the move nonetheless demonstrates the skittishness of content providers in the face of overly intrusive legislation, and the way that laws challenging online anonymity can damage the web environment. As a general rule, governments need to take care when responding to dramatic incidents, and to resist knee-jerk calls for new legislation, without paying sufficient attention to whether or not they erode fundamental freedoms.

It is also important for privacy protections to extend to personal information collected by private sector operators, in particular those operating for commercial gain. A key issue here is informed consent, with consumers being presented with clear and easily understandable information on how their data will be used and shared before they provide it. This should include a right to review and correct data, as well as to withdraw consent for the use of data, otherwise known as a right to be forgotten. All of these rules should be subject to an effective complaints and
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enforcement mechanism to ensure that users continue to view the Internet as a safe space for candid conversation.

CONCLUSION

The benefits of a free flow of information and ideas over a universally accessible Internet have long been extolled. Analysing the regulation of the Internet from a human rights perspective, however, gives rise to a set of conclusions that, if largely in line with a benefits-based analysis, are conceptually distinct. More than just a new frontier to be developed, the online world becomes an essential part of the human experience, and one which governments around the world have a duty to nurture and protect.

Regardless of whether one accepts or rejects the recognition of a human right to access the Internet, the Internet’s emerging status at the core of universally recognised human rights means that much more thought needs to be given to how to design regulatory approaches which strike an appropriate balance between protecting legitimate interests — such as intellectual property, reputation and combating crime — and an unhindered flow of information. This paper is far from the first to note the problems with applying traditional regulatory approaches to the Internet, but far less thought has been given to designing new approaches that will better suit an online world.

The purpose of this paper is not to provide answers to all the questions that arise as a result of analysing regulation of or access to the Internet from a human rights perspective. Rather, it seeks to frame the issues so as to help ensure that we are asking the right questions. It seeks to move the debate forward by providing an outline of the major regulatory, legal and policy issues that require further research, and by posing some of the key questions that such research, along with policy development work, should seek to answer.